
puts it, "The case for war should be difficult to make. Not
impossible, but difficult."

A
MORE DOVISH understanding of just war is of-
fered by Joseph J. Fahey, who provides a balanced
and well-organized survey of the various positions.
Fahey, who has many years of experience as a pro-

fessor of religious and peace studies at Manhattan College
and who was a cofounder and general secretary of Pax
Christi, USA, brings to life the historical material he covers
by writing to a fictional student, "Nicole," and inviting read-
ers to write letters to her as an exercise in expressing their
views on questions included at the end of each chapter.

Fahey sets the tone for the book by reflecting on the nature
of conscience and on how various shapers of conscience—^in-
cluding culture, religion and other variables—contribute to
our ethical perspectives. In his view, we have a duty as Chris-
tians and as citizens to form our conscience about war.

Fahey argues that just war begins with a moral pre-

sumption against war, so that there is "a very heavy moral
burden placed on civilian leaders and military officers who
would lead young men and women into war and who
would ask a nation's people to support a war." Like
Charles, he surveys scriptural passages and the contribu-
tions of major Christian thinkers such as Augustine and
Aquinas, but unlike Charles he takes into account the
church s liturgical and disciplinary practices, such as the
assigning of penance for killing, even in a just war (a prac-
tice that took place from the sixth to the 12th centuries).

Although Faliey tries to present each approach to wax fliir-
ly, his preference for pacifism as nonviolent resistance and for
a more cosmopolitan world order that will outlaw wai' shows
through. On the latter, he notes tliat there will need to be a
global police force for enforcing intemational law, and in his
chapter on pacifism he observes tliat many pacifists support
police forces and the coercive power of domestic and interna-
tional law. However, it remtuns uncletxr whether an interna-
tional police force would have to be nonviolent or would be

Just war:
Second thoughts on Iraq

L
by Brian Stiltner

IKE MANY AMERICANS, I decided in early
2003 that a war with Iraq was increasingly nec-

J essary. War seemed justifiable because of the
intelligence reports concerning Iraq's weapons

programs and because Saddam Hussein, who had com-
mitted atrocities in the past, was likely to be highly dan-
gerous if he acquired weapons of mass destruction. The
arguments for war could be supported by reference to
the well-known just war theory.

I now believe that the war was deeply misguided. For
just war theory—a framework of ethical reasoning with a
long histoiy in Christian thought—to remain plausible,
its advocates need to acknowledge the weak arguments
that they have embraced. Only by coming clean on our
errors can we think more clearly in the future.

The first criterion of just war, and the one on which
I'll focus, is that there be a "just cause." There were two
potentially persuasive arguments for just cause in regard
to Iraq. First was the claim that it was developing
weapons of mass destruction in contravention of United
Nations Security Council resolutions and was stymieing
the work of UN weapons inspectors. The intelligence
agencies of several nations presented reasons to believe
that Iraq had retained materials for such weapons after
the Culf War of 1991 and that it had weapons programs
under way. Even after Iraq readmitted UN weapons in-
spectors in November 2002, the regime was making it

very difficult for them to do their work. These develop-
ments persuaded many people that Iraq posed an immi-
nent threat, and tliat the threat constituted a just cause
for war.

A humanitarian version of the argument for just cause
was crucial for liberal hawks and tugged at the con-
sciences of many Christians. Saddam Hussein was
broadly acknowledged to be a dictator who wasted the
resources of his country, murdered political enemies and
brutally repressed his citizens. His repression included
using chemical weapons against Kurds. Although in
2003 no acts of genocide were occurring or looming in
Iraq, those who pushed the humanitarian just cause ar-
gument took a long view: large-scale atrocities had hap-
pened, and they deserved a just response; Iraqi citizens
faced ongoing Oppression and killing; future oppression
and atrocities were all but certain to occur.

The just cause of addressing weapons of mass destruc-
tion collapsed after investigations by the press and by
governmental and independent commissions revealed
deep flaws in the intelligence. This much has become
clear about the Bush administration: it put pressure on
the intelligence community to paper over ambiguities in
the evidence on Iraq's weapons and to make assessments
tliat would bolster tlie case for war, and it exaggerated to
the public the clarity of the inteUigence. Those who have
repented of their initial support for the war can place a
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iJlowed to use force, including possibly lethiil force, if a rogue
nation or terrorist group bretiks die law diat oudaws war.

Even in domestic situations, whether in the case of the
relatively unarmed bobbies in the United Kingdom or in
community policing programs that seek to prevent crime
nonviolently at its roots, access to lethal arms remains a
possibility. And any use of force by the police, whether
local or global, requires criteria governing when and how
such force can be employed justly. As the Rodney King
beating by some Los Angeles police officers in 1991
demonstrated, not all policing is just policing.

There are such things as police brutality and excessive
force, and these certainly cannot be what a pacifist or a
proponent of world order has in mind when suggesting the
extension of a police approach from the domestic to the in-
ternational sphere. Rules are necessary, and, as Yoder
noted, the criteria governing pohce use of force resemble
those of tlie just war tradition, even though there are sig-
nificant differences between warfare and policing.

This is one area that Charles gets partially right. While
Fahey and Charles agree that the just war criterion of "just
cause" allows for preemptive force against a grave and im-
minent threat, Charles makes his case by relying on an
analogy with policing. He writes, "Suppose a stalker-mur-
derer were on die prowl in your neighborhood.. . . Should
die police wait until he rapes, maims and kills before they
intervene?" However, Charles is only partly correct be-
cause he focuses on just cause without proceeding to con-
sider how other criteria also come into play in such a sce-
nario. Moreover, his invoking of policing may work against
his version of just war, given that much of the literature on
pohce ethics, such as John Kleinigs The Ethics of Policing,
holds that poUcing begins widi a presumption against vio-
lence.

Most Americans, including Christian ones, approach
every call to arms issued by the govemment with a strong
presumption in favor of war. Given this state of affairs, we
could use more books like Faliey s. •

portion of the blame on die politicians and inteUigence
experts who had die actual evidence and assessments.

Another problem with the argument for just cause
was that it was applied to a preventive war. The just war
tradition has long allowed preemptive attacks in the face
of an immediate threat, viewing such attacks as in the
category of self-defense. But the just cause argument
lias never been used to deft̂ nd a preventive war—a war
to preclude a future threat from emerging. One's judg-
ment as to whether the invasion of Iraq qualified as pre-
emption or prevention depends both on keeping the
conceptual distinction straight and getting the facts
right. I myself did not consider the war to be preventive
at first, but I was one of many who blurred the distinc-
tion by maintaining that it was Saddam s noncooperadon
tliat was the issue rather than an objective assessment of
the risk based on evidence. It should have been clear
enough, with inspectors in Iraq, diat Saddam was in no
position to launch any kind of attack imminendy.

A second criterion of just war is the principle of pro-
portionality—the attacking nation has to consider the
long-term ramifications. A war wouldn't be just if the
civilians of lra(j were likely to be worse off afterward. If a
better outcome was dubious from die beginning, the war
should probably not have been fought.

Are Iraqis better off or worse off after die past diree
years? Iraq has seen real politicd progress. Iraqis voted
in three free elections in 2005, something rare in the
Middle East. Yet hope has alternated with deep discour-
agement as Iraq lias spiraled into sectarian violence be-
tween Sunni and Shi'ite militias and insurgent groups.
Iraq is now a training ground for al-Qaeda terrorists.
There are so many deadly bombings and reprisals that
the society can barely function, while American military
casualties mount. Ceneral John Abizaid, testifying be-
fore House and Senate committees in mid-November,

stated his conviction that Iraqi leaders still have tlie will
and potential to pull the society together and resolve dif-
ferences peacefully. But no one knows whether this can
happen.

On the issue of proportional benefits, it can be said
that the Bush administration engaged in wishful think-
ing rather than careful planning about the postwar fu-
ture. It ignored the State Department's prewar advice
about Iraqi society and deployed an insufficient number
of troops to secure the country. Those of us who support-
ed die war on humanitarian grounds have reason to feel
duped regarding the administration's intentions.

My changed assessment indicates how vulnerable
just war arguments are in the face of insufficient in-
formation, poor reasoning or corrupt reasoning. The
lack of sufficient information may be excusable—it
plagues all arguments about war. But poor reasoning,
especially reasoning that refuses to listen to other ar-
guments, is not excusable. And corrupt reasoning is
reprehensible.

Americans are facing up to the misuses of die just war
argument. Their judgment was expressed in the
midterm elections. Because of that judgment, a more
searching and more constructive pubhc debate on the
war is likely to take place. Many Republicans who re-
tained their seats in Congress are sounding new notes.
Democrats are likely to use tlieir power to open debates
and investigations. A bipartisan study group will put new
ideas on the table. Just war theory is still relevant to this
debate, for it can help the U.S. see where it went wrong
and leam from its errors.

Brian Stiltner is professor of religious studies at Sacred Heart
University in Fairfleld, Connecticut, and coauthor (with
David Clough) of the forthcoming book Faith and Force:
A Christian Debate about War.
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